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Although it is a small country, Portugal is a wine-lover‘s
Utopia, and with vineyards covering 240.000 hectares,
it is the sixth largest viticultural country in the world.
Home to 14 different wine-growing regions and 29 subregions, it boasts an incredible diversity of landscapes, soil
structures and grapevine varieties unrivalled elsewhere.
The archipelagos of the Azores and Madeira are part of
Portugal - and wines vinified here contribute to its rich
wine heritage.

This DOC region known for its quality wine is situated in
the south of Portugal, bound by the Atlantic Ocean to the
west and Spain to the east. It is the largest region in the
country, although only five per cent of the Alentejo‘s arable
land is used for viticulture. In the heart of this region high
average temperatures of around 35 °C dominate and the soils
alternate between granite, slate, and lime; these two factors
account for the diversity in the taste of the region‘s wines.

BEIRAS

TEJO

Alentejo

Portugal Alentejo

Phoenicians, Romans and Greeks brought grapevines
and viticulture to Portugal over two thousand years ago.
Portuguese wine enjoyed its heyday in the 18th century,
and it was during this period (1756) that the world‘s
first officially denominated wine-growing region was
established, the Douro DOC.
As one of the warmest European countries, its climate
is characterized by the Atlantic Ocean as well as the
continental influences of the Iberian Peninsula to the east,
and marked by high day and night temperature variations,
especially in the Alentejo region.

Over time, this sunny region has become increasingly
popular as it generates authentic, fruity wines which are
elegant and modern too. Alentejan wines have also been
something of a success story for many years, in large part
due to the incredible diversity of autochthonous grapevine
varieties for which they have gained worldwide recognition.
With roughly 300 indigenous grapevine varieties, Portugal
holds a privileged position in the world of wine.
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History Quinta da Plansel

Quinta da Plansel

He quickly recognized that the sheer number of different
grapevine varieties held enormous potential for wine
production in the future. In 1975, he acquired a property in
Montemor-o-Novo, in the heart of Alentejo, and thus laid
the foundations of the Quinta da Plansel.
Jorge Böhm became increasingly interested in wine of
superior quality. He knew which vineyards produced high
quality wines and made it his priority to research different
grapevine varieties thoroughly, something that had in the
past been treated rather arbitrary. Because of his pioneering
scientific work, his expertise is sought after internationally
and he has produced numerous publications. In recognition
of his achievements, he received the distinction of
Comendador da Ordem de Mérito Agrícola (Commander
of the Order of Merit for Agriculture) from the president
of the Portuguese Republic, Dr. Jorge Sampaio, in 2005.
His well-known book on Portuguese grapevine varieties
published in 2007, O Grande Livro das Castas, was awarded
the prize for the best book in its category by the OIV
(Organisation International de la Vigne) in Paris in 2010,
while a subsequent volume published in 2011, Vine Atlas of
Spain and Portugal, received a similar award in 2014.
He has passed on his knowledge about Portugal‘s treasure
trove, the wealth of indigenous grapevine varieties, to his
daughter, Dorina Lindemann. He continues to supervise
Viveiros Plansel, the grapevine nursery, and draws on his
extensive viticultural knowledge when
his family seeks his advice.

In 1997, the cellar was created by the daughter of Jorge
Böhm, Dorina Lindemann, who graduated with a degree
in oenology from the University of Geisenheim (Hessen,
Germany). Initially, the team of Dorina consisted of only
three women, and at the time they were producing
only two wine references: one under the name Plansel
and another Alxam, the first sparkling wine - méthode
champenoise – from the region.

Hans Jörg Böhm, founder of Viveiros Plansel, and son
of a traditional family of wine production in the state
of Rhineland-Palatinate in Neustadt an der Weinstraße,
Germany, landed in Portugal by accident in 1961. His
sailboat sank in the port of Cascais, near Lisbon, forcing
him stay in Portugal and to inevitably fall in love with the
country. H. J. Böhm, simply called Jorge by everyone,
has lived in Portugal ever since. This incident eventually
became the beginning of a success story!
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Kai, Hans Jörg,Teresa, Júlia, Dorina and Luisa

In 2004, the young oenologist Carlos Ramos joined the
team. With his arrival many of the old vineyards were
refined and re-arranged and several typical grape varieties
from Alentejo were replaced by other Portuguese native
varieties. In 2010, the winery produced around 300.000
liters and in 2018 its production rose to around 500.000
liters from 75ha. Quality, rather than quantity, is what the
winemakers focus on.
Dorina Lindemann’s wines show lots of personality,
reflect the „terroir“ and impress with their elegance and
complexity. In Montemor-o-Novo, Central Alentejo,
sub-region of Evora, a unique micro climate provides
ideal conditions for “terroir“ wines. A lot of sunshine, lack
of rain, high temperatures during the daytime and cool
nights, are the ideal climatic conditions for the grapes of
fine aromas that are harvested exclusively mature.

Harvest team since 15 years

Thanks to professional work in the vineyards and at the
winery, as well as due to the great attention to detail,
unique wines are produced, reflecting the style of the
winemakers Dorina Lindemann and Carlos Ramos.
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The Winery
The Quinta da Plansel is located in Montemor-o-Novo,
Alentejo, approximately 100 km east of Lisbon, close
to the university city of Évora. The winery has three
different wine lines and one family estate line.
Portuguese wines are generally known for being
cuvées however Quinta da Plansel focuses primarily
on monovarietal wines. Creating wines from a single
grape variety allows the true potential of the grape to
be revealed, as for instance with Touriga Nacional, Tinta
Barroca and Touriga Franca.
The majority of the harvest continuous to be done by
hand (60%) and the grapes are always pre-selected in
the vineyard. The Quinta da Plansel employs a group of
twelve women working in the vineyards and six more
employees in the cellar and bottling line.
Both the daughters of Dorina Lindemann, Julia and
Luisa, are already included in the family project of
three decades. To follow in the footsteps of the family,
they are extending their skills academically. Julia has
completed her Bachelor’s degree in marketing in
Lisbon and Luisa, is studying oenology in Geisenheim,
Germany.
Kai Schierke, the partner of Dorina Lindemann, assists
in the sales and marketing since 2012. He also owns of
a company importing wines to Germany.
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The Winemakers
Dorina Lindemann
and Carlos Ramos
After completing her degree in viticulture and oenology at
the University of Geisenheim in 1993, Dorina Lindemann
joined her father in Portugal. In 1997, she founded her own
winery, Quinta da Plansel, in Montemor-o-Novo.
Using her individual mix of female intuition and
professional training and experience, Dorina has been
producing authentic, internationally recognized wines
ever since. The deeply-rooted knowledge and awareness of
indigenous varieties shapes the philosophy of the Quinta da
Plansel, and has led to the winery specializing in the leading
Portuguese grapevine variety, Touriga Nacional.
While experienced agronomist and cellar master Carlos
Ramos was completing his studies at the University of
Évora years ago, he interned at Viveiros Plansel under
Jorge Böhm. During this time, he first encountered the
technique of recognizing certified grapevine varieties
based on oenological studies. Working as an oenologist
with Dorina, he is currently responsible for the cellar
technology at Quinta da Plansel.
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Our White Grape
Varieties

Alvarinho

Arinto

ALVARINHO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 3.261 ha.
Variety that originated in the Minho region, the vine
region of Vinho Verde (Northern Portugal). Trendy
variety, noble aromas of quince, peach, banana, lemon,
some exotic flavors such as passion fruit, depending on
the type of soil.

ARAGONEZ
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 18.133 ha.
Synonyms: Tempranillo, Tinta Roriz and Cencibel, probably
the most cultivated grape variety with the highest variability
of clones in the Iberian Peninsula. Intense aroma of plums and
dark berries with complex structure. In general, the wines are
well structured, with a high amount of soft tannins.

ARINTO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 6.100 ha.
Nowadays, it is possible to find this variety in almost all
regions of Portugal. It has the ability to maintain a high
degree of acidity, even under high temperatures. Shows
always good acidity, flavors of peach, yellow fruits and
notes of citrus.

TINTA BARROCA
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 5.200 ha.
Variety is more commonly planted in the north of Portugal,
used in particular for the Port wines. Juicy, very dense, plenty
of cherry and blackberry aromas. Famous for its natural fruity
sweetness.

VERDELHO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 300 ha.
This variety is the main one in the Azores, often confused
with Gouveio, although being completely different. Very
mineral in the nose, shows noble and good acidity, lots of
white fruit, and a hint of lemon. Produces very elegant
wines with high potential for barrel aging.

Verdelho

GOUVEIO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 2.000 ha.
Produces powerful but elegant wines with a high rate
of exotic flavors, especially pineapple, passionfruit and
mango. Great potential for quality wines.

Gouveio

Our Red Grape
Varieties

VIOSINHO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 1.190 ha.
Ancient variety of Northern Portugal, also used in white
port wine. Not very rich in aromas, but very complex and
dense on the palate. Very communally used in blends.
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Tinta Barroca

Touriga Franca

Touriga Nacional

Alicante Bouschet

Castelão

TOURIGA FRANCA
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 15.407 ha.
It is one of the best and noblest varieties from the Douro
region. Intense fruity aromas of berries, it can sometimes
resemble Syrah. Perfect balance between fruity aromas
and tannins, extremely complex and well-structured, very
dependent on the „terroir“.
TOURIGA NACIONAL
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 12.394 ha.
Pilot variety with the highest oenological potential for all
Portuguese regions. Dark violet nuances, multi-faceted in
aromas and flavors regarding the different terroirs, sometimes
orange blossom, flowers or even eucalyptus. With great
structure, slightly exotic and well-balanced, it is definitely the
most important variety. Essential in a Portuguese wine.
ALICANTE BOUSCHET
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 5.441 ha.
Trendiest variety in Alentejo, traditionally used in blends,
nowadays used for mono-varietals wines. Always presents
itself with a vibrant dark color, the aromas vary depending on
the year, from eucalyptus to raspberries. With a complex and
structured body, it has a high potential for aging.
CASTELÃO
Cultivation area in Portugal: approximately 13.172 ha.
Ancient Portuguese variety, reaches its higher potential in
sandy soils. Intense fruity flavor, notes of black currant and
berries, good acidity and structure, suitable for Rosés.

Viosinho

Aragonez
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Production Scheme
Red Wines
Due to the warm, sub-tropical and unique climate in
Alentejo, cooling is of great importance. Quinta da
Plansel has five separate cooling chambers to maintain
high standards during the vinification of white and
red wines. The red grape varieties are pre-selected in
the vineyards and are cooled immediately until being
processed.

1

Depending on their classification and the individual
characteristics of the grapes, the red wines at Quinta da
Plansel are fermented in four different ways:

Production Scheme
White Wines
After the harvest the grapes are kept at low temperatures
in a cool room to prevent premature and uncontrolled
fermentation. It is important to maintain a constant
quality control and the greatest care in processing.
The grape must obtained from pressing, is pumped
directly into tanks of stainless steel. Subsequently, the
fermentation occurs at a temperature of 12° C, slowly
and under constant surveillance.

1. Open maceration:
Fermentation in stainless steel - up to 10.000 litres
capacity with daily pump over to ferment and a „rack and
return“ on a weekly basis. Open maceration is applied
especially to Plansel-Selecta wines.
2
2. Mash fermentation with floating cap
In this particular case, the fermenting must passes through
the turbopigeur, in order to optimize the extraction of
color while maintaining oxygen supply, which allows the
fermentation process to continue. This method is mainly
used for Reserva wines.
3. Horizontal rotary fermenter
(Australian patent)
Process of fermentation in closed rotative tank. With
each rotation, the movement causes the release of CO2,
an increase in pressure and the extraction of aromatic
components and color. This fermentation process is used
for wines of the Marquês de Montemor line, enhancing the
fruity profile.

3

4. Fermentation in barrels
Top varieties, such as Touriga Nacional, Tinta Barroca
and Touriga Franca undergo open maceration and are
fermented in the small, French barriques. In 14–21
days, the punching of the must is done by hand every four
hours to ensure uninterrupted fermentation. This very
intensive and time-consuming process is used only for our
Family Estate premium wines.
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Premium Wines

Art and Library
Collection

The ageing and storage of red wines in barrels was a
practice that originated in France and spread rapidly. This
method normally reserved for extract-rich red wines
with great potential. Barriques are elongated French oak
barrels of 225 liters in volume, usually made of 150-to200-year-old trees grown in the Allier, Nevers, and
Limousin regions of France.
As a result of the contact of the wine with the wood,
fine aromatic and sweet tannins are released, allowing
the wine to be naturally more concentrated. The wines
matured in oak barrels, become rounder and softer. It is
possible to obtain certain flavors depending on the origin

and toasting of the wood, such as notes of vanilla, caramel
and even strong hints of coffee and chocolate. Barrique
storage also promotes a longer shelf life of the wine once
bottled. In addition, storage provides greater longevity of
the bottled wine.

Since his chairmanship of the Academy of Arts in
Rhineland Palatinate Jorge Böhm has remained an
avid collector of art and books. The Plansel gallery
and library, with its extensive collection of historical
works on Portuguese viticulture, is open to all friends
and customers. The gallery and library often serve as a
backdrop to wine tastings and other events held at the
Plansel estate. The gallery houses paintings and sculptures
by such famous artists as Joseph Beuys, Gerhard Richter,
Markus Lüpertz, Michael Buhte, Jörg Immendorf,
Friedrich Hundertwasser, and Ben Willikens.

The wines destined for barrique storage should have an
alcohol content of over 12% vol. and their tannin content
should be high enough so that it will not be overpowered
by the wood tannins since these are what enhance the
pleasure of drinking a wine of this type.
Barrels at Plansel have a relatively short lifespan and
generally will not be used more than three times. The
labor intensive and cost factors are partially responsible
for barrique wines selling at a higher price. Only the best
quality French barriques are used at Plansel.

Júlia, Dorina e Luisa by the open fermentation barriques of premium wines.
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Visits and
Wine Tastings

Accomodation
“Casa da Ribeira“

Quinta da Plansel offers different types of tastings,
depending on the number of visitors.You can choose
between several wines, accompanied by Portuguese tapas
with corresponding Plansel wines. Please register at least
4 days in advance, so that we can make your visit as special
possible.

It is also possible to stay overnight in our new country
house “Casa da Ribeira“, which is located next to a small
stream, about three minutes walking distance from the
winery, offering accommodation for up to five people.
The house consists of two bedrooms, a living room, a
large garden and a modern kitchen. For a family with
two children “Casa da Ribeira“ is the perfect retreat for a
weekend of rest.

Paula and Milena
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Our
Fairs
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